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When I was at school, I remember my English teacher always encouraged me to draw from my past experiences when
creatively writing. I hated this directive and inevitably drifted into science ction stories or unlikely romances. To me, real
life seemed incredibly boring. I did not imagine that a reader would want to read about it and I certainly wasn’t interested in
it enough to assign it precious creative writing time.
Over the years, writing about ‘real life’ hasn’t gained any more appeal. While things I see in real life may inuence a poem
or trigger the threads of a novel, the narrative of what I write is completely fabricated. In case you were wondering, I do not
know anyone who has had sex with their masseur nor am I privy to the goings on of an unlikely pair of lesbians (for more on
that check out my blog).
Real life creeps into my blog time and again, but only for the purpose of The Vent. The Vent occurs when real life has painfully
penetrated my skin to the point that I am forced to destroy it by the awesome power of the word.
So, for me, this issue posed a difcult challenge. It required me to look back over my experiences and consider whether any
of them would be interesting to share and engaging for me to write. Judging from the piece I chose to share – a snapshot of a
day in my life – I may not have met the challenge as best I could. Irrespective, I hope it is an enjoyable, tongue in cheek romp
through the life of a corporate citizen of Sydney who secretes away her hidden desire to be an artist.
I look forward to knowing more about our contributors through this issue. If you didn’t contribute this time around, but have
your own true story to share, never fear – there is no restriction on you sending it to us for future issues.
~ Katie Wright

From beeswax encaustic paintings to a short play, the range of work submitted for this issue of Far Away has oored me!
I am so proud to share these pieces, and feel so honored by the warm and supportive reactions to our rst issue. This, our
sophomore issue, is full of dark beauty, airy visuals, and gorgeous narratives. I almost didn’t include my own piece because I’d like the focus to rest on the shoulders of our contributors. Happily, I’m simply backstage now, nudging the work
that’s been given to me forward into the light. This project is about the hearts and souls of our contributors. I am totally in
love with the fact that we have a group of artists participating who are so very diverse: professional photographers, writers,
a chaplain, a professional actress, three instructors, and a mom in Barrow, Alaska (to name a few).
This project is going to continue. Even as the last few pages have been proofed and formatted I’m thinking of what the
third issue’s theme will be. Maybe you can help us decide?
A few technical notes: This issue is our rst purely digital one. Since it is over sixty pages in length, to print it with integrity would cost two arms and two legs. Keeping it free and streamlined is very important to us; we want to showcase
the artists’ work, not turn a prot. Perhaps in the future we will have a bit of a budget to create a publication that can be
lovingly held, but for right now we’re rmly planted in the digital age.
We’re on facebook, did you know? You can ‘like’ us and receive updates on our contributors, submission guidelines and
deadlines, and future publication dates.
Finally, our website address has been updated. We’ve switched over to blogger to enable the use of the e-publishing platform Issuu, and blogger provided the easiest range of motion with that function. Find us now at:

http://farawayliterary.blogspot.com.
Thank you again, from the bottom of our hearts.
-Chrissy Dano Johnson
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This is What Home Is
Mary Moon

I can never decide which time of the day the light is most beautiful in my yard.
I love my yard. I love my house.
After seven years here, I still can’t believe my good fortune in being able to keep house and home in a place
that gives me such contentment. I have always been one of those people who when they tour an old home open
to the public, wants desperately to chase everyone else out and claim it for my own. To make up the beds and
bring food into the kitchen, to set the table and see what it feels like to sit in each and every room, to see the
view from the porches at morning and at night, to fall asleep in the bed, to wake up in it.
Not the grand palace homes which are museums now, but the small homes. They are the ones that call to me.
Like the house at Cross Creek, the house where Marjorie Kinnan Rawlings lived and where she wrote The
Yearling, as well as tended a grove and made a garden and put up food and entertained the great and mighty.
I remember as a little girl, traveling from our house in suburban Chattanooga to my father’s parent’s huge
house on Lookout Mountain. I haven’t much memory of that big house, a few images of large, high-ceilinged
rooms, of a grand piano where my merry little round grandfather played songs for me. Of a maid in a uniform
greeting us at the door saying, “Ms. Gibby! Ms. Gibby! It so good to see you!”
What I have a better memory of are the houses we passed on our way to that big one- the small cabins tucked
into the side of the mountain woods, close to the winding roads, with porches where old couples sat in rocking
chairs, looking out onto the day, where industrial-sized tomato cans held blooming geraniums.
Something in me even then longed for such a place to call my own.
Snug and wooden, with smoke coming out of a chimney like a child’s own version of a house, with owers
blooming in every color to be found in the pack of Crayons.
And now I live in a house a bit like that. Somewhat grander, but not so much. The porches are certainly here
and the owers in pots, terra cotta rather than tomato cans but still.
I joke about how I don’t know if I’m agoraphobic or just really love my house. And it’s not that I don’t enjoy
myself when I go away from it. I do. Usually. But after a time, I nd myself leaning like a plant towards the
light in the direction of home and that’s where I want to be. I pull into Lloyd with its massive oaks and quiet
streets and I feel as if I am letting my breath out fully for the rst time since I left.
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And then I’m home and I look up to see the lines of this old house and see all my trees and my plants and
Elvis and the hens are scratching in the dirt and the dogs rush out the back door to meet me at the fence
and Buster and Zeke bark and Dolly sings her soprano greeting and Pearl snufes quietly and all is well
again.
All is well again.
Hush, dogs, hush, I say and I take off shoes and watch and bra and change into real clothes, soft as only
old clothes can be and I’m home, I’m home.
Water plants and check for eggs and talk to the chickens and see what’s happening in the garden and do a
little lazy one-handed weeding, my feet claiming my space again.
In the morning the light is like this when I wake up and as the day passes it is like that and in the evening
it is another way and the birds fuss at the feeder and the dogs settle themselves back down again and soon
Mr. Moon comes home and I start supper and the squirrels shake the branches and ick their tails as they
race up and down the trees and fence line and the jasmine blooms and the sun sinks lower and different
leaves are turned to glowing emeralds and one of the dogs walks out back, his feet rattling the drying magnolia leaves on the ground and here I am.
Here I am.
The earth turns so fast but when I am here, I have a rm place of stillness on which to balance although the
changing light can make me dizzy as can the jasmine, the magnolias, the tea olive, the buttery ginger, the
dirt’s accepting of the water we give it, the sight of three eggs in a nest, two blue and one pale ivory.
Dizzy but not falling, my feet know this ground where for seven years now I have been planted, my roots
growing deeper every day, keeping me from being ung into space, keeping my soul fed and my heart
quiet in the knowledge that I am home. I am home. I am home again. Or maybe, just maybe, genuinely and
truly for the rst time in my life.

Gary R. Johnson

Food for a New Year
Andrew Field

I taste the sweet meaning of my mother’s honey cake as if I was holding a fresh piece in my
hand, as if through some glitch in memory I might enter the kitchen again as a boy, slide the
wooden door open an inch, and stand there as my mother cracked eggs and poured vanilla.
I’d feel sad for no reason, but thankful for such a mother. She wouldn’t see me at rst, or, if
she did, she’d grin, invite me in, help me to a taste of the batter. When I was strapped into a
stretcher three years ago and driven at night in the back of an ambulance, while it snowed outside, so many shredded pieces of paper, and my heart broke again and again, I realized something I can’t express in a poem. I was talking to a man in the back of the ambulance; he’d just
left Iraq and the army, had deep-set eyes and a crew-cut, and he peered at me with curiosity
and empathy. What I couldn’t express was like the cry of a water pipe in the morning, something strangled and desperate, which would make me cry years later, but not then. My life
had taken on a glaring intensity, like a movie you wanted to leave but couldn’t, and I was
lonely like a homeless man crouched in an abandoned building, terried of the noises outside.
When I think of myself then, I feel a reaching-out kind of sadness, as if my sick self was the
boy at the door of the kitchen, though the kitchen was empty, the lights turned off, and there
was no mother.
Today, because I am alive, I praise the sweetness of my mother’s honey cake. I turn the light
on in that dark kitchen.
I invite that boy inside.
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Maria Alva Roff

At 7:10 a.m.
Katie Wright
At seven ten am, my mobile phone interrupts my dreams and I reach for it unsteadily. Twenty ve percent of the
time I wake, so that I can catch the seven forty three ferry and arrive at the ofce at ten past eight. If I arrive at
the ofce at ten past eight, I don’t worry about being late for work and I have twenty (blissful) minutes to meditate before I am ofcially on the clock.
Seventy ve percent of the time I do not wake when my alarm initially goes off. I reset it and I sleep for another forty minutes until ten to eight. At ten to eight (or a little before), I rise and leave my comatose better half
beneath the warm quilt cover. I shower and I brush my teeth under the ow. I pop in my contacts and rub sunscreen into my skin before navigating the dim light of the bedroom to nd appropriate work attire.
I never ready my clothes for work the night before, as a proper woman should. Rather, I drive my ngers
through the clothes in my wardrobe, hoping that I will land on something colourful yet professional. This rarely
occurs and I tend to fall back on old faithfuls – neat black tops and skinny jeans with a tuxedo jacket. This is as
rebellious as it gets for me (apart from that one time I wore my sister’s boyfriend’s band t-shirt with a suit).
I leave the apartment and I head for the ferry where a crowd of unhappy looking people linger. While I feel
refreshed by the beauty of the harbour, I am also annoyed at the way the ferry passengers walk toward the tip of
the wharf as if it were a Very Important Destination. Relax! I want to scream out. Let’s not hurry the inevitable!
Each morning I am aggrieved by the amount of black worn by professionals. While it is clichéd, it is certainly
true, that the work force en masse look as if they are attending a funeral. The impression isn’t improved when I
follow behind them as they walk to their ofces. There is something so ‘same same’ about the way they attend
work. No lingering, no smiles, no happy glances at the sky, ower sellers or bookstores. There is a single mindedness to the mass which is maddening.
I am a lingerer. Whether or not I am running late, I stop at a coffee shop and by a big cup of Joe. I am also a coffee slut – I like to mix it up and vary the baristas who I buy my coffee from.
When I arrive at work, I kick off my at shoes and put on my pointy high heels. I do not wear these when I walk
to and from work because, as is glaringly obvious, high heels are totally impractical for walking. They look
good with suit pants though, so I wear them.
Once my computer is alive I give myself a buffer zone in which I will not do any work. I consider this zone
‘safe’ to fuck around in, because I have plenty more hours in the day to complete my billables and, if need be, I
will stay late.
During my fuck around time (which can also occur at different periods throughout the day), I check my Facebook (nothing’s new), I check my personal email (sometimes there is something new – a good start to the
day) and I read blogs. I also think back over the various avenues I explored in sleepiness the night before for
weekend misadventures and new life skills. I Google search Ayurveda, museum memberships and legal drafting
skills training.
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By about nine thirty, it’s time for me to apply myself to a task. I pride myself on being able to go into the zone
when it comes to work. If I have a lot to do, I enter the zone easily. I can read and amend your contract, advise
you on your statutory employment entitlements and revise your Afdavit so that it reads like a Mann Booker
Prize. While I’m at it, I am happy to advise you on the occasional family provision act claim or insolvency
proceeding, but only if you’re nice and I have developed a good repartee with you over the course of our
shared professional careers.
As much as it is enjoyable to be procient, while this is going on I cannot deny the little person inside who has
a pair of manky red plaits either side of her freckle spotted face. She is me, circa 1995, and she is beating her
hands violently against my breast in protest against the tasks she is being forced to do.
Let me out! She screams. But I deny her. I have become very good at it.
While mini-me insistently reminds conscious me that she wants to read a book in the sun or start typing out
an utterly ridiculous science ction romance, conscious me considers how she can improve her knowledge of
legal remedies and achieve a promotion to senior lawyer.
Though conscious me invariably wins the battle of wills, there is still conict. Conscious me is totally incapable of being happy because of the yelping screaming brat that exists inside her all the day long.
And so I stop and I consider what I can do today to give in to my real wants and my heartfelt desires.
Around twelve thirty or one o’clock pm, I court ideas of going to the state library and reading a book for a
solid hour while make believing that I am a writer of some fame (in romantic science ction circles).
Today, unlike every other day that has passed, I did exactly what I have imagined I would do and walked to
the library.
Whoa how it loomed at me, that magnicent building with its glass fronted face. I was overwhelmed by it.
Where is a nook in there for me? I wondered. I was scared. I decided that rather than penetrate its venerable
bowels I would sit in the café, in the sun, with a salmon sandwich and a glass of sparkling water.
This was enough – this small thing where I was entirely alone with my quiet desires is enough to power me
through the rest of the afternoon.
Though I saturated myself with coffee in the morning, at two pm I have another and I look at the emails which
are waiting in my inbox; some days there are many, sometimes none at all. I could not tell you which I prefer.
If there are many, I will alternately go comfortably back into the zone, or I will start to feel stressed and oppressed by my career.
If there are few, I dwindle. I think, ah hah, if there is nothing to do I have a perfect opportunity to write - I
should pull out my dusty old draft novel and continue to edit (two years down the track *cough *cough).
Unfortunately, something stands between me and that proactive act of writing and editing. I know not what it
is. Rather than write, as I intrinsically know I should, I spend the next three hours doing small pieces of work
and reading more blogs, disinterestedly checking Facebook and conjuring activities for the weekend.
When it starts to head toward the end of the day, I turn my mind toward wine.

I am a consummate wine drinker, this fact I have reluctantly accepted. While I would like to be tee total
and sport a clear, active brain, more often I am several leagues below tee and sporting an awful hangover.
I just can’t help it – if I hear the clink of a glass or sight of a full bottle of blood coloured liquid I am all
giddy and excited. One touch of a good red to my lips and I am in a paroxysm of pleasure.
This predilection, which airs itself just before the metaphorical home bell rings, is thankfully shared by
my colleagues. It takes the slightest invitation for us to share some wine when the digital clock shows half
past ve.
The wine guides me home. If I do not have other plans, I take the same route back to the ferry where the
people I saw in the morning are collectively milling like damp sacks, ready to spill their contents. I join
them, with my pleasant buzz on, and wait for the ferry to pull up so I can park my ass, and my needy little
book grabbing hands, somewhere quiet for my journey home.
This is a nice city, I muse, as we travel past the white sails of the Sydney Opera House and the dark collection of buildings in the Rocks. The sea is choppy and bleak, but overhead there is an unusually clear
sky, which, despite the city’s nearness, is sprinkled with a good slice of the Milky Way.
I am happy here and content in what I do, even if I do it with the reluctant mopeyness of a person who has
a screaming brat stuck inside her chest. This is my life and I am grateful for it – I enjoy an independence
that women once fought for and a security which, for the time being, means more to me than a place on a
shelf at the state library.
Though, for the record, I wrote this piece at work. Perhaps, with good planning and manic dedication, I
can have it all – a place among the masses who make up the corporate work force, a nook, and a shelf.

Jamie Olson

Tree
Louis Puster

Sometimes I wish I were a tree. Our world would simply not be as beautiful without them silently kissing the sunlight and being caressed by the wind. Whether they are barren during part
of the year, or spend all their days covered in glorious color. They proudly reach to the sky,
dreaming of touching the clouds that tease them from above. All the while, watching the world
go by in a wonderfully confusing blur of light and sound.
When I was a kid, I used to climb trees. As soon as I could reach the branches of the trees
in my yard, I would climb them to the very top and just sit and watch the world go by. Even
when I fell out of a tree when I was higher than the second story of my friend Paul’s house and
was rendered unconscious for a short time - it did not stop my love of trees.
There is nothing quite like feeling the wind roll over the branches around you, to smell the
leaves, to feel the bark, and be at peace.
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Stephen Tomasko

Sunday Morning in Queens
Melissa Godwin

We were sitting down to eat at a long-time favorite restaurant this morning, when I noticed a woman at a nearby table of four waving and smiling at Esperanza. She looked friendly, but tired and messy like 4am Sunday
morning drunk. It was midday.
A few minutes later, the woman approached our table and kissed la preciosura on the head, hoping que dios la
bendiga. Then suddenly she handed me a scrunched up bill and told me that she wanted me to buy Esperanza
a little toy with it. I saw it was a $20. I insisted fervently that I would not take it, and she insisted even more
fervently that I should. As if to explain, the woman told me that she could not have any children herself, and
that she wanted more than anything to buy Esperanza a toy. (This part is really stupid, but at that moment
I wished for Randy Cohen’s guidance. I imagined myself retelling the scenario to him: I certainly did not
want to take money from an intoxicated woman, especially one whom I assumed worked much harder for her
money than I. On the other hand, was I being patronizing by thinking that? How did I know how she made
her money, or how much that $20 was worth to her? What if the idea of buying Esperanza a gift would really make her happy? Beyond all that, I really didn’t want to create a scene.) I was ummoxed. I looked to
Rodrigo for guidance, and he seemed to be indicating that I should accept. So I did. He later told me that he
thought it was a $1 bill.
For the rest of the meal, the two couples at the table continued to loudly heap praise on Esperanza from a few
meters over. Esperanza played up to the group like I’d never seen before, giving them - and the waitresses
passing by - the biggest smiles imaginable, then coyly tucking her head on her shoulder, as if suddenly shy.
Meanwhile, I started imagining all sorts of horrible scenarios that could have caused the woman’s infertility,
and commented quietly that it must be a very hard thing to have to live with.
Sometime shortly after Esperanza started rubbing her tamale in her hair, we ordered the check. The waitress
told us that we didn’t owe anything: the woman’s table had already paid our bill. Shocked, again. I told Rodrigo that this was too much, and that he ought to go to the register and try and sort it all out. (If it seems like
I was making him deal with all this, I was, and I was explaining away my doing so on the language barrier.)
So he did, and came back reporting that he had left a tip half the size of the bill, but that the waitress recommended that we simply let them pay. I was getting embarrassed, but Rodrigo thanked them gracefully and
asked them if there was anything at all we could do for them. At a minimum we could by them a drink, no?
One of the men spoke up. There was something we could do for him - shower Esperanza with as much love as
possible.
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When we stepped out onto Roosevelt Avenue, Rodrigo recounted the rest of what the waitress had explained
to him: that the women were regulars; that they worked at the nightclub next door; that they were known to
be very stubborn, and that if he had paid for the meal the restaurant would have ended up being paid twice.
He explained something that I had missed - that when he told the woman that she could adopt, that she had
explained that infertility wasn’t why she couldn’t have children. I don’t know what that means, exactly,
although I harbored lots of guesses. Whatever it is, she thinks she is unable to care for a baby properly.

And so I was left feeling sad, for her, and for the many women like her working in the shadows of this city’s
bright lights. But also sort of warm, because it’s clear that Esperanza brings out something in people that
makes them happy, if only for a little while.

Mary Virginia Stroud

All Along the Western Front
Maggie May Ethridge
grab me with summersummersummer electricity i’m bound and gagged with hormones as clear and true and
painful as if i were thrown into the basement corner, hands tied, mouth bruised with cotton, left to silent spider
dark while the rest of the world screams, ghts, works, drinks, feels. here i am. in here somewhere, wiping
baby shit, ipping clean white cotton sheets over mattresses, brushing back ne blonde hair, hungry for the
grazing unshaven cheek of my husband against my belly and thighs. here i am. amongst the smell of chlorine
baby bodies, sunblocked back of necks, loads of dirty tee shirts and the tight skinned square hands that scrub
scrub scrub sinks, cabinets, tables, oors, hands, children. here i am. dreaming womanly dreams, incubating.
here i am. the place that nds me true is next to my husband, beyond the world, taken into a small space that
becomes unfolding and unfolding unto the universe and until there is the baby’s questioning squall rising toward us, there is nothing but the electric feel of that. space.
i dream the strangest dreams, saturated with hormones. i can see in my dreams, the skyline lit neon and midnight blue, where the waking world lies beyond that lip, my life, behind the shadows of mind, my dreams,
where i am speaking in a southern accent and my Nana is there in her small heels and powder and there is a
town where hours are houses and houses are stories and streets are movie screens.
in my dream i am naked but i am not afraid or embarrassed. i am powerful. this is saying to me you am going
in the right direction
dinner is chicken and squash, baby needs bathing bubbles, along the wall there are webs of bugs and hair of
the dog that my hands will smooth away, inside behind the quiet stillness of my eyes and mouth and stern set
of my features inside i am still here
here i am
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Erin Wolford

Seeing the World
Jack Schwarz

In the beginning, long ago,
Lava lamps, and ladybugs, and lullabies ago,
Carseats, and keyboards, and crayons ago,
A freshly bathed little one, a relit silhouette,
Bobbed up and down by the hearth to calypso,
And swayed to the sounds of African chants.
Once upon a time, way back when,
Strollers, and new shoes, and playgrounds ago,
My rst-born lived in war-torn Troy,
Seductive Oz, the Labyrinth, and smoky Middle Earth.
Long, long ago,
When sidewalk puddles were impassable seas,
And hornets stung their way through summer;
When sparklers burned, and crickets crooned, and stray cats spoke in greeting;
When wind chimes sang, and saplings soared like redwoods,
My daughter learned to walk the neighborhood,
To learn what lay and grew beyond her door.
An iris here; a mantis there;
A sprinkler up ahead;
A porch swing just around the bend;
A bird’s nest on a branch.
And then, she said, “Let’s go and see The World. Let’s see The World!”
She grasped my hand, and led me to the stone she called The World:
A chunky, roundish boulder squatting several streets away;
A heavy, weathered rock that sat a few yards from the corner,
A marker and a milestone for jogger and commuter;
Unsightly but hospitable, a seat for winded walkers.
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My daughter ran right up to it,
And placed her tiny hands upon its rough and blemished surface.
Hugging it, she grinned and said, “I really love The World, don’t you?”
My heart was touched to watch one precious world embrace the other.
Then, smiling, I answered, “Yes, I do. I also love The World.
Always hold on tight -- that’s it, the way you’re doing now.
Make sure you don’t forget to hold on tight.”

My child has met a man who says he wants to be her World.
She loves him, and, no question, he loves her.
Not so very long ago, not long ago at all,
I said to her, “Love right, love hard, and then, remember well.”
And now, to that I add these words:
“Strive to know The World you are, and learn The World he is.
Respect those Worlds, and cherish them. Make sure he does the same.
And hold on tight to both, my daughter. Always hold on tight.”

Jamie Olson

Choosing shampoo is difcult.
It involves locating an appealing
bottle, plucking it from the shelf
and squeezing the exible plastic
just enough to push the scent
toward my nose. Cherry blossom,
one bottle says, orange ginger,
citrus honey bergamot. God,
I’m so predictable, for so long

Conditioner
Hannah Stephenson

I keep trying to smell like oranges
or owers, only certain ones,
magnolias, roses. Never vanilla
or apple or raspberry. Another woman
stands beside me in the aisle,
lifts a bottle to her nose, grimaces.
In junior high, us girls would stand
like this before our lockers, spraying
CK1 and Vanilla Fields onto our throats
and brushes, brushing it through
our hair that the kid behind us in
social studies would catch a hint
of sugar in the air, would breathe in
deeply behind us as if in a bakery.
Mostly, we smelled ourselves, traded
bottles, tried out being the girl
who smelled like sandalwood
or coconut or pink grapefruit.
Labels talk to us of sensations,
of bliss. Bottles promise volume
or shine or rejuvenation, and I
hear myself thinking, What kind
of hair do I have, do I need this
conditioner for dry and damaged
hair, have I been washing my hair
wrong my whole life, I actually need
oomph or control or everyday balance.

Who has not been immobilized
by choice. Buying products forces us
to consider who we are, what we lack.
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Anna Imwale-Shiverdecker

My Mother, the Boxer
Sarah Baker

My mother had the allure of a mountain cove at twilight, the dark hair and dusky skin that often claim
to be Cherokee but are most likely a rich mix of Melungeon. Her eyes were dark as smoldering coal and deep
as her secrets. A woman I barely know stood up at her memorial and described her as “this striking woman”
and indeed she was in every sense of the word. She struck you with her eyes, with her switches, and with her
tongue. The sacrices she made for me and the love she gave me are lessons, however, that cut much deeper
than the whips she harvested from the blackberries and the honeysuckle.
Blackberries and honeysuckle were oating through my consciousness along with parsley, sage, rosemary, and thyme as Simon and Garfunkel played in my brother’s car on our way to the funeral home to negotiate Mom’s cremation. My oldest brother Jeff is fourteen years my senior. He was in college when I was in
kindergarten. I remember clearly that I wanted to go on stage at his commencement and sing You Light up
My Life. Hearing the playlist he selected for his drive to inter our mother, I was reminded that despite our age
difference we grew up with the same soundtrack, the same producer, the same mom.
The lyrics and melody to Scarborough Fair ring mom-like to a lot of people, I’m sure, and they brought
to my mind a hundred pot-luck dinners, church picnics, and private sing-alongs with mom in the laundry room.
I reminded my brother that mom’s favorite song by Simon and Garfunkel was always The Boxer and he graciously played it next. I had always thought of Mom’s reaction to The Boxer as a lesson on sympathy. Poor
kid goes to the big city broke and gets railroaded and trapped into a life as a boxer, a sad character for whom
my mother could feel pity. Now I realize that it was not a lesson on sympathy at all, but a lesson on empathy.
My mother was not a boxer, of course, or even a boy. She never went off to the city to make it big. I
do think, however, that when she married my father in 1955 there probably were a pocketful of mumbles such
are promises. All lies and jest. Still a man hears what he wants to hear and disregards the rest… (Insert Paul
Simon’s melancholy hum)
My father was tall and handsome, a popular basketball player in school. He was charming. He wanted
to get married and, well, my pretty, dark Southern Baptist mother was the ideal candidate. I have no way of
knowing whether he meant to keep his promises when he made them to her or not. I just know that he didn’t.
He neglected her physically, abandoned her emotionally, and betrayed her rather overtly. Lie la Lie…Lie la
Lie…Lie la Lie… Lie la Lie… Mom always became passionately animated during the part of The Boxer that
goes like this:
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In the clearing stands a boxer
And a ghter by his trade,
And he carries the reminders
Of ev’ry glove that laid him down
Or cut him ‘til he cried out
In his anger and his shame
“I am leaving, I am leaving”
But the ghter still remains

I wonder how many times my mother said to herself about her life with my father, “I am leaving, I am
leaving.” Before I was born, she did leave him once. She took my siblings and went to live with an aunt for a
while. By the time I came along, however, she was back in the ring with Daddy.
She was in the ring with him for thirty-ve years and she fought back, but she never fought dirty. She was
faithful to him, and she took care of him when he was dying of emphysema. All my life no matter what
anyone did to me, my mother would say, “Don’t stoop to their level. Hold your head up high. Don’t lower
yourself because someone hurts you.” My mother would not let down her God no matter how many times that
man let her down.
Last year after a failed marriage, I felt that I had let down my God and my mother. I had chosen poorly when I chose to marry my husband and I experienced a level of betrayal and abandonment that nearly cost
me my life. On some level, I felt that failing at marriage meant I was not as virtuous as my mother. When I
told her about feeling this way, she took my hand in hers and told me that she was proud of me. Unlike her,
I had gotten my education. I was in the middle of a career that I love and I’m good at. She didn’t leave my
dad, because she couldn’t. She was proud of me that I could leave. I was doing the right thing for me and my
daughter. She loved me no matter what and it wasn’t my fault. She gave me permission to exit the ring. I
wasn’t expected to take the blows she took again and again. I didn’t have to pretend to believe a liar.
I am so thankful for my mother, the striking beauty, the ghter who taught me when to ght and when it is
okay to stop ghting. She was my champion. I miss her so much sometimes I feel like quitting. I really do.
But I have a daughter of my own now and someone has to show her how to ght without ghting dirty, when
to walk away, and how to keep from getting knocked out. There is a new generation of champion now.

*The Boxer. (c) Paul Simon, 1968

Neranza Noel Blount

Leang
Erika Beseda-Allen

“It is is leang” she said from the
back seat as we drove down the
road to Maple Grove
“what?” I asked…
“look!, it is leang” she said again
and ya know what?
It was!
Leaves of red and orange
and purple and pink
and blue and gold.
a rusty, orangy, yellowy redish goldy one
umber, I think it was. I have always wanted to
know what
umber is,
now I know.
I think.
It really does not matter.
It was LEAFING!
These leaves once
green, wick
life.
Are now dead, making room for more growth in the spring.
falling on us like the rain.
I love fall. I never really knew autumn till I moved up here to
the Pacic North West.
Fall in California mostly meant wild res burning.
Here, not so much.
Yes, spring is new life,
summer is for fun outdoors
and winter! Winter with the snow
and the holidays!
It is charming, for sure.
I fell in love in the fall
I was married in the fall.
I love this time of year
more so now that I really have seen the autumn colors
the crisp mornings and warm afternoons
it is nice.
Leang.
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Stephen Tomasko

Love = You + Me
Chrissy Dano Johnson

“I love to think of nature as an unlimited broadcasting station, through which God speaks to us every hour, if we
will only tune in.” ~ George Washington Carver

During the summer that I was fourteen my best friend and I fell far away from one another. Our wings were too
wet when it happened, and her absence lled me with a dull, chronic longing. She began hanging out with oppyhaired skaters who were already in high school, and they spent the long summer afternoons drinking her dad’s
beer and making out with her on their basement couches. I wasn’t invited to these pubescent Dionysus festivals,
and was left alone, jealous of the crude affection being showered on her.
I spent most of June, July, and August reading and writing angst-lled short stories on my new electric typewriter.
I took long walks alone, usually past her house, trying to catch a glimpse of her. Her window was always dark, the
blinds drawn. She and I had been scheduled during the previous school year to do a summer eld study together
for the honor’s biology class we were both taking our next, and last, year of junior high. We had signed up to be
partners before our radio silence had fallen, when we were still walking arm and arm through the hallways. Before
the eld study my chest was full of angry moths, I kept begging my mother to call her mother and call it off. Say
I’m sick, I whined. Say I’ve got my period. Of course she wouldn’t let me skip out on the project. My mother knew
we had to meet both for the sake of the assignment and the sake of our friendship. As I walked to the dirty, sticky
forest where my friend and I had agreed to meet, my legs quivered and my heart kept beating sideways.
The forest was a place we used to spend every summer together, before we fell apart. We would sit on a stained
mattress by the lthy creek and pass smooth stones back and forth to each other before throwing them in the
brown water, holding our heads close and whispering things about the boys we loved. I remember the way her hair
smelled in the sun (Pantene, sweat, and the distinctive musk of her bedroom). To meet her in our special, quiet,
secret place after a summer of distance felt like walking to a funeral, so when I saw her sitting cross-legged in
the bank of the creek, staring at her hands, I almost turned around and walked back home. I gured I could do the
assignment on my own, or take a lower grade. She looked so pretty sitting there, wearing a slate blue t-shirt and
cut-off jean shorts, her waist-length, dark blonde hair tumbling around her shoulders. The trees were ringing with
the almost deafening screams of cicadas in heat. I walked over to where she sat and whispered a brisk hello, and
pulled the paper for our assignment out of my sweaty jeans pocket.
She nodded and looked at the creek, then picked up something long and thin from the forest oor. It was a plexiglass insect specimen case, lled with butteries, beetles, and bees stuck with pins to white cotton. There was
even a dainty, cornower blue winged Karner blue buttery, right in the middle.
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“My brother’s. From when he did the project last year. He said if we don’t nd everything on the list we can use
his.” She still hadn’t looked me in the eye, though I was searching her heart-shaped face for clues to whether
she still hated me or not.
“That’s nice of him.” I whispered.
“Well, he has a crush on you. It’s because you wear those v-neck shirts all the time. You can see right down
them, you know.” And haunting her lips then, hesitant and slow, was her trademark smirk. My heart, oh my
heart burst into a thousand bright buttery wings at that smirk.
“I know you can see right down them, why else do you think I wear them so much?” Then came my own smile,
lopsided and gap-toothed. I placed my hand on her knee and said we should start getting more insect specimens.
My heart sank back down again, though, when I realized I had forgotten the milk jug, cotton balls, and polish
remover that I promised to bring to the forest that day. We needed that strange assortment of household objects
to humanely kill the insects that we found. We couldn’t crush them over the head or poke them with a stick;
that would ruin the perfect specimens that we needed to get A’s. I hated having to tell her that I had aked out; I
thought our friendship wasn’t cement again yet, that it was still vapor.
Luckily her smirk reappeared and she jumped up, rustling the dead leaves beneath her.
“Let’s just go to your house and get them. I haven’t seen your mom all summer, either.”
When we returned to the forest it was quiet; even the cicadas had stilled their roars. The sun was barely breaking through the tree canopy, and together we tiptoed over mud and broken glass to nd the most neon green of
the caterpillars and the most golden brown grasshopper. As we smothered the bugs (we did this by covering
them with the milk jugs that were cloudy with ammonia fumes from the nail polish remover on cotton), we sang
lullabies and leaned in close to one another. At one point, while I was running after a junebug, I looked over at
my best friend. She held a dying buttery in her long hands, and was making little utter movements as if her
ngers were wings. The buttery faded away, its wings slowly stilling.

(For Jenny)

Gary R. Johnson

Two.
Jeff Martin
You aren’t supposed to meet the most beautiful woman you’ve ever seen in your life at a shitty Karaoke bar in
Milwaukee, but she is in front of you and the facts are undeniable. Her hair goes down to the small of her back.
It is at least four shades of blonde, depending on how the light hits it. She is wearing a black dress that shows
just enough to let you know that you want to see what’s under there. Under where? Ha.
Sometimes your mind is an idiot.
Her eyes are the kind of blue anime artists use for unicorn tears. Her teeth are not perfectly straight, which
pleases you. For you, beauty lies in the incorrect and uniqueness is far more important. And now those blue
eyes are looking at you and those teeth are visible in her smile.
At rst, you can’t believe she’s looking at you. You pull the awkward cute moves. Tilt your head. Look to both
sides to make sure you’re alone. Point to yourself and quietly say, Me? She gets up from the table with her
beer. Slowly she walks over to your table. She sets her drink down. She leans over the table and gets right in
your face.
Don’t do that, she says.
What?
Don’t pretend to be cute. It keeps you from being cute.
You’re taken aback by this. Nervously, your hand goes to your collar, which you compulsively straighten. You
begin to sweat. The girl laughs.
That’s cute, she says.
She sits next to you. Her hand slowly slides its way into yours. The next round of music starts up. Your evening,
perhaps your life, has nally begun.
The next three hours take ve minutes. Everything takes forever and no time at all. She is laughing at you for
eating fried pickles with thousand island dressing she is laughing at you for spilling your beer she is laughing
at you for laughing at her while she’s laughing at you are laughing at that green thing stuck in her teeth you
are laughing while you are singing you are singing a duet with her and her voice is more Kate Bush than Liz
Phair and that’s more than okay and you realize that you still don’t know her name and you ask her what it is
and she smiles and says Jennifer.
Jennifer.
Not quite as exotic as you were hoping for, but within context, that name is suddenly beautiful.
The bar is closing. You don’t have to go home, but you can’t stay there. Jennifer takes your hand. Come on, she
says. You want to ask where she is taking you, but you hope you already know.
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And now you are in her car, some kind of SUV, and you watch as she climbs into the back. She is pulling
levers and pushing buttons, making the back seats lie down at. Are we doing this here? Is this what we’re
doing?
Jennifer smiles and beckons you closer. You scoot up to her and you are almost face to face. You are anticipating that kiss. That rst kiss. The kiss that foretells what happens next. She bites her lower lip. Her blue
eyes are translucent in the weird light ltering in from the parking lot through the tinted windows. And when
she hits you in the face you never see it coming.
What can you think? There’s nothing to think. Except she’s strong, and what the hell and then she hits you
again, a good one right across the chin and you feel that ne china singing pain along your jawbones all the
way into your brain and you think, why didn’t I notice that before, how strong her arms are. And then her
hand is behind your head and she is forcing you down, down between her legs and you can see her panties,
which are blue and strangely match her eyes, and you can see, you can see, you can see and the next thing
you know, it is in your mouth, choking you, lling your throat and why didn’t you see that, why didn’t you
see that under there (under where?) and she is slapping you across the temples saying, Take it. Take it. All
you fucking fratboys like it dirty anyway.

Agnieszka Dargiel

The Morning
Michael Sazonov
The morning’s fog seemed to me nature’s vain attempt to overtake the city, clouds creeping down from their
celestial front lines, or perhaps seeping up from the underground, inltrating the metal and plywood and glass
that had long been their greedy bedfellow. I had noticed the fog because two men in a metal bucket were suspended in the air by a crane, like an arm, from a atbed truck encircled by orange cones. I was walking down
7th Avenue at the time and it was just after seven in the morning. Their hands were full of soapy wands and
water buckets. High above their elevated statures hung stagnant smoke off the building tops of Times Square,
like uffy crowns on swollen giants. Fog. I’ve seen at times their armies reach with heavy white  ngertips
down to the tops of buildings, shrinking New York down by many decades. But by mid morning or afternoon,
the sun and heat would marry fast and burn away any sign of fog’s former fuzzy grasp.
Today the air seemed exceptionally heavy, wooing with the willing, wanting sun, perhaps making this morning’s battle interesting.
I remember the day the fog almost won, I was on the bus riding back to the city, it was the day of the Rapture. We were driving off the Turnpike and the city’s resplendent facade was nowhere to be seen. Fog again, I
thought with hope. Or had the city been done away with by some unseen omnipotent force or simply vanished
from thick air? But sure as break of day and closing nights, the city became apparent. The fog had disappeared,
or perhaps we were in the thick of it now, our paradigm newly shifted, magnied to see what was always there
before and invisible from far away.
This morning seemed different though and the air seemed heavier than usual. The hum of unseen machines
across the street, along with cars passing on 46th, provide a sort of swirl and snare accompaniment to the
otherwise pointed, percussive pedestrian stares we all receive in this “bread line” for a WHITE CHRISTMAS
audition. There was actually some other audition that morning as well, but for that matter it could’ve been any
given day and any given audition outside the Union Hall. For we do all from time to time line up outside of
buildings in lowered baseball caps or faux cheery caffeinated countenances in hopes for artistic grandeur, sans
make-up or sexy shoes, for “fame” or stardom or the like. Or simply just to get a job at what we do best and
love to do also. We receive stares from passersby on the way to work, “Are you in line for tickets?” Implores
one. “Any change?” begs another ironically. And of course there are those momentary glances that make perfect sense,
“What the hell are you doing?” Or, “what a shame, look at them.” But I don’t let any one face or remark get
to me (although some are denitely more memorable than others, sticking with me longer) most times my attention is devoted to a book, newspaper, or in a conversation with a friend.
As if Bing himself had called on us to sing for our own dear General, lined up in rank (or at least in order of
arrival), sat many an actor singer dancer and friend. I’ve seen the line longer and I’ve also seen it smaller. But
there we waited, the fog and actors both, seeping ever downward one towards the sidewalk the other toward
building tops. Hanging in time and space on 46th street, we waited and wafted and wilted.
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A long struggle ensued. If you were there you are privy and it was...A Present. If you missed it or didn’t notice, you missed it. The sun crashed down so violently against the horizon that afternoon against the highest
tips of Jersey’s shore, that blood seemed to seep from the silhouetted city upwards towards the clouds along
the horizon. Westward over the Hudson the sky was proof of the battle, warm pink and citrus painted ags
streaked against the smokey once-front lines. A cool breeze lapped against my face, tense with thought. Fog no
more. Charmless humid husky mornings from now on. The Spring and Summer have begun.
Take delight in dusk’s red light,
Sail on true
Till the sky’s all blue.
Morning fog with heavy white ngertips. Exceptional sun.
Back to the city,
Omnipotence paradigm magnied.
White Christmas bread line.
Sing!
Awake. And Sing!

Sherri Ellison

Petals of Hope: Della Mae’s Lily
Sherri Ellison
I’m always amazed at how dramatically the Spring season transforms the Tennessee landscape. I keep an eye
on the mountains all year round as I make my way from home to work and back. At the end of Summer the
leaves of the trees begin turning color slowly and by Fall the mountains seem to be covered with a patchwork
quilt of orange, gold and red. Sadly, in only a few weeks the quilt turns to grey and brown dust and settles on
the forest oor below and the mountains seem nearly dead. Almost as subtly as the color changes in the Fall,
in the Spring sunshine the leaves reappear and soon enough the mountains have arrayed themselves in what I
like to think of as a beautiful sweater of lime green dotted with pink and white.
Just as lovely as the mountains are the lawns and elds that surround them. You know… the kind of things that
you never gave notice to as a child or adolescent. I love the smell of the fresh-mowed yards and the perennial
owers that even local businesses like to place this time of year, the Bradford pear trees and Redbud trees all
in bloom. I don’t even mind the layer of yellow pollen that settles on everything because I know it signals the
new life of our beloved Spring.
Last year I planted ower gardens for the rst time; nothing fancy mind you, but nonetheless, I was thrilled to
have placed some color in our front and side yards. But, nothing could have prepared me for the fulllment
that I have experienced this year as I witness all those same plants and owers begin to re-awaken from their
winter slumber. I’ve watched buds of green ever so slowly pushing their way upward through the hardened
black mulch. I swear that in one day I watched my giant bearded irises seemingly open within a couple of
hours. Now I have purple beauties to enjoy and I’m anxiously awaiting the appearance of some large yellow
irises, miniature purple irises, orange daylilies, yellow and red yarrow, golden sedum and several others. But
the ower that I am most hopeful for is a handed down orange tiger lily.
The story of the orange tiger lily: when I was a child, my great-aunt, Della Mae had these growing in her yard.
Della Mae was my angel on earth. She was the kind of person about which you hear comments such as “Oh,
I thought the world of her” and “She was the sweetest lady”. She was the kind of person who loved everyone
she met without prejudice and unconditionally. You absolutely were forbidden to leave her presence without
taking a gift of some caliber. If you would not accept a meal, a snack or some item that she “simply no longer
needed” then you at least must have the warmest hug possible and an “I love you” that left no room for doubt.
Della, as she was referred to, was my great-aunt on my father’s side of the family, but the role she played and
continues to play in my life was one more liken to a grandmother, a second mother, a mentor and as I stated
previously, an angel. She brought food, medicine and gifts when I was sick. She bought me new clothes for
the start of each school year, gave me money for my good grades and bought me pricier gifts for Christmas
than my parents could afford. One of my most valued gifts from Della Mae is a quilt which she made by hand
over the course of 13 years. The quilt’s pattern is called “The Flower Garden” and the individual petals of each
ower are about 2 inches across.
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Each ower is made from a different fabric and since she presented it to me on my 17th birthday, I’ve found
indescribable comfort beneath it. Sometimes when I’ve had a horrible u, head cold, or am recovering from a
battering day of life’s hardships or just feeling like cozying up with a good book, I’ll pause to gaze at the quilt’s
most unique details and nd something there I’ve never noticed before. Della Mae’s love lives on within the
imperfect stitches and faded fabrics of my quilt.
Even more important than my quilt and all other gifts, my angel taught me about hope. You see, Della Mae
came from the humblest of beginnings and only nished school at the eighth grade level. Yet, she was more
enlightened, educated and successful than any scholar could dream to be. She worked a full time job for 32
years in a clothing textile, cared for her chronically ill husband, attended church regularly, maintained her
house, lawn and car and still made time to clean the church house and do innumerable things for my brothers
and I. We spent nearly every weekend with her and my uncle and every holiday included a special visit and
celebrations. All of this only begins to outline what she did for my life.
During one of my stays with Della Mae, I commented on her orange lilies and when the season was right, she
gave me some of my own which I planted in my mother’s yard. I waited impatiently for them to come up out
of the lifeless dirt, looking always at the patch of ground near the mailbox as I walked the gravel road home
from the bust stop. Next Spring came, and…nothing, not even a hint of the orange beauty I had seen growing
in Della Mae’s yard. A few more years of waiting left me hopeless and eventually I abandoned the idea that
I would ever see the lilies bloom. Years later, my precious aunt passed away and took her place with Jesus as
the hope that she had taught me of beyond this life was realized.
Fast forward to 2010; during a casual visit at my mother’s one Saturday morning, I was shocked to see a long
ago familiar sight. It couldn’t possibly be, and yet it was…staring at me like a ag in the wind, a single bright
orange tiger lily had happily shown itself after 24 years. I knelt immediately to get the closest look possible of
each long, pointed petal and the dark brown spots in its center. Thankfully, I had taken my camera along and
of course, I took several photos to capture what my eyes could hardly believe they were seeing. Was this real?
Was it possible that after so many years the lilies I had abandoned hope for have come to give me a message?
It was for real and I got the message loud and clear.
I knew before I asked that my mother would oblige my request for one. She pulled a young, bloomless sprig
from its place near the lily and when I returned home I surveyed my garden for the perfect spot, dug it out a
new home and placed it gently in the sunny half of the bed. Now my hope begins anew for my own lily to
show itself and those hopes are high. I have no idea how many years will pass before my lily will materialize.
It doesn’t matter; I will wait, this time more patiently and with more hope than I once did.

Erin Wolford

Spring
Stephanie Ashley
It was spring and the earth cracked to let life burst from it’s open wounds. There was promise in the warmth of
the sun against my back, but the chilly wind gusting through the city streets chastised me for not pulling my jacket
tight against my middle. I was walking with the purposeful gait of those who work in the city trying to maximize
each second and make the most of my one granted hour of freedom.
Perhaps inspired by the smell of the fresh damp air or my warm back, I decided to take a different path through
the maze of city streets that were so familiar to me in this little big town. I turned down a rather sunny side street
shepherding me away from the ow of people and my usual soup and sandwich at the Blue Moon Café. Undeniably hungry, I hoped there would be a suitable establishment for a replacement meal amidst the neat row of
law ofces and insurance agencies. Peering through glass windows as I passed, a visual collage comprised of
outdated ofce furniture, ferns growing wildly from their potted connes, and glassy eyed receptionists gazing at
computer screens formed as a backdrop for my wandering thoughts. Almost immediately, I was snapped back to
reality as a door jangled and a familiar gure strode out onto the sidewalk before me.
I slowed my pace not wanting to sidle up too close to the past. His broad shoulders and long legs cast an imposing shadow, and I hung my head suddenly absorbed in counting cracks in the sidewalk until he turned at the next
corner. It wasn’t until I sat at an unfamiliar Formica table with a new lunch of hot chicken salad gripping my Diet
Coke that I let the chilly winds of tucked away memories sweep through my body. I replayed the situation on
the street this time with me picking up my pace and tapping his arm with a manicured nger. Startled he turned
revelation and sentiment lling his blue eyes. He asked how I’d been, and under the standard dialog of reunited
acquaintances I was being strangled by the weight of the words lodged in my throat ghting to be unleashed. With
a gulp of air and a silent prayer I let them forth telling him how I’d once loved him, and how the betrayal of that
love had left me as dry and brittle as a discarded washrag left soaking at the bottom of the tub. I told of the better,
stronger woman that had been born of his rejection, and of all that he had missed by turning away that summer
afternoon as I lay crying on the bedroom oor. I thanked him for forcing me to love myself and to delight in each
discovery I made from learning that I loved treasure hunting in antique stores to singing along with the soulful
cries of Van Morrision on a road trip where I was indeed my best companion. Finally, I wished him well devoid of
any ill-will or hostility. And though the exchange only existed in the world of my imagination, I felt the cathartic
properties of letting go settle over me like a warm blanket.
As I paid for lunch and stepped back out into the bright sunshine, I thanked God for his divine orchestration and
went back to work sunlight on my face relishing in the small signs of Spring as they erased even the most stubborn traces of winter.
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Grant Taylor

Grant Taylor

Glass: It’s What’s for Dinner
Rebecca W. of Jaunty Dame
I stood in the kitchen, cooking a large pot of brown rice and enjoying a meaningful exchange of texts with
my little sister. Aside from being broke, sad, and increasingly uselessness, all was right with my world. Then,
as I calmly stirred the rice--~join me in a brief pause for suspense~
---the lid to my stock pot suddenly shattered into a thousand pieces, inging shards of glass in every direction.
I will share my thoughts in the order of their appearance:
1) “Noooooooooooooo!”
2) “This was a darn expensive pot. What, can’t the lid handle high temperatures? It’s been ne for years…
did I compromise the integrity of the glass? Is that a real thing?”
3) “Great Googly Moogly, it’s raining glass! Have I been blinded by shrapnel?
SPOILER ALERT: I was not blinded.
A quick trip to Google unearthed dozens of exploding-lid stories about lids of all brands and ages. Buyers
beware!
After fteen minutes sweeping up glass (semi-visible needles, palm-size slabs that looked like honeycomb),
I came to a painful realization: my entire pot of brown rice was ruined.
Then came the MORE painful realization: it didn’t matter if the rice was ruined, I had to eat it. After all, I’d
made enough rice for ve meals. Why, a new bag of rice would cost at LEAST ninety-nine cents. Who has
that kind of money?
That, my friends, is how I spent two and a half days munching glass.
Should this happen to you, please refer to these Handy Glass-Eating Guidelines:
A) Use a fork to comb through each bowl of rice before ingesting. Bits of glass will ’clink’ against your fork,
alerting you to their whereabouts. Congratulate yourself on outwitting broken glass
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B) Eat in slow-motion. The glass will either clink against your teeth or stab your tongue, at which point you can
1) spit everything out, like a nicky toddler or 2) indelicately sh glassy splinters from your mouth
C) Dine alone--- watching you spew glass and semi-chewed food could tax your relationships unnecessarily
D) Remember that millions of people die of starvation every year and quit complaining, pansy
E) Make every effort to avoid a life of poverty, lest you join the starving millions before making anything of
your life. Truly, this should have been point A. Find a pencil and correct my oversight

F) Congratulate yourself on discovering the most hateful diet ever! Panning for glass makes eating a chore;
can you imagine wanting seconds? Eat glass-enriched foods and watch the pounds melt away, taking with them
your capacity for joy!

Ah, sweet recession.

Gary R. Johnson

Dead End
(A Short Comedy)

George Freek

THE CHARACTERS

HAM, A skinny man
NELL, A large hefty woman
DAN, A very tiny man

THE SCENE

A barren landscape, strewn with whatever rocks and debris the Director
Wishes to put into it.

THE TIME

Perhaps the Futu

DEAD END

(A barren landscape. NELL is sitting, or
Reclining in a chair, center stage, a cloth on
Her head. HAM peers through binoculars)
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NELL
Do you see anything?
HAM
(Despondent) Nary a thing, nary a thing—
NELL
Well, don’t give up.
HAM
(Very melancholy) Oh, what’s the use? It’s nished. It must be nearly nished. Grain by grain, one by one,
and then it’s over! I’m looking at the end, and it’s not pretty. I can’t be punished any more. I cannot suffer—
NELL
Oh, shut up!
HAM
(Petulantly) But we’ve had it, woman!
NELL
Does all that whining help?
HAM
(He considers it, shakes his head) Yes, it does.

NELL
Moron!
HAM
You ought to be civil. We’re in this together, you know.
NELL
I feel alone.
HAM
Well, I like that!
NELL
Will you please look for something?
HAM
(He points the binoculars in another direction, then sighs) There’s absolutely nothing.
NELL
Try harder!

HAM
You look.
NELL
(As if just noticing) There’s something wrong with my eyes!
HAM
(He snorts, takes the towel off her face) Is that better?
NELL
(She looks at him) No! Put it back!
HAM
(He sighs again) We’re in real trouble.
NELL
(Sarcastic) You think?

HAM
With nothing to eat, we will starve.
NELL
(Muttering) I can always eat you.
HAM
(Eyebrows raised) What was that!
NELL
I said—that’s true.
HAM
(Tearfully but melodramatically) Oh woe! Full of woe am I! To have lived thus far, lived for so long, only to
end alone and unloved, forlorn and forsaken. To suffer such a fate is not fair! It is unfair, I tell you—
NELL
(Cutting him off) You’ve already told me a thousand times today! Look for something to eat.
HAM
All right, but it’s hopeless. (He raises the binoculars again).
NELL
Look! Blast you!
HAM
But I’m telling you it is—Hold it! I see something!
NELL
What is it!

HAM
It looks like—It looks it’s—Yech! It’s a rat!

NELL
Well don’t stand there gibbering, man! Go get it!
HAM
Ahoy! Wish me luck.
NELL
You’ll need it. (He dashes off. He returns after ten seconds) Is that you?
HAM
Who were you expecting?
NELL
Cut the feeble comedy, nitwit.

HAM
(Upset, stamping his foot) Now there you again again!
NELL
(Shaking her head sadly) I just call it like I see it.
HAM
(Rising anger) I am getting sick and tired of your insults, and if you don’t stop it, I’m warning you, you’ll be
sorry! Let me tell you—
NELL
All right, all right. Where’s the rat?
HAM
(Awkward pause) I missed it.
NELL
What! You numbskull!
HAM
(Decides to let that pass) Well, it’s not going anywhere. I’ll get it eventually.
NELL
(Sighs) You are incredibly incompetemt.
HAM
(Whimpering) You have to be really hungry to go after a rat.
NELL
And when will that be?

HAM
My God! You’re right! In fact, I’m getting hunger pangs already.
NELL
Oh well, where there’s one rat, there are others.
HAM
(Panic) Maybe not! Maybe he was ‘The Last of the Rats’!
NELL
Well, look around and nd out!
HAM
(Looking) No! Nothing! Nada! Zilch! Goose eggs!
NELL
(Snorting, more or less to herself) The man speaks three languages.
HAM
Wait a minute!
NELL
What is it?
HAM
It could be—
NELL
It could be what?
HAM
I think it is.
NELL
(Furious) It is what!
HAM
Now stay here! Don’t move!
NELL
(Complete exasperation) Oh boy.
HAM
I’ll be right back. (He rushes off again).
NELL
(Sighs) Look what I’m lumbered with.

HAM
(After ten seconds he returns, pulling a trash can) Here it is.
NELL
(Removes the towel from her face, looks) Isn’t that a—
HAM
(Proudly) Yep, a trash can.
NELL
How did that get here?
HAM
(As if he nally has an edge) Well, I didn’t bring it, you—
NELL
(Very threatening) Don’t say it.
HAM
(Nervously circling the trash can) I wonder what’s in it?
NELL
Well, there’s only one way to nd out, isn’t there?
HAM
(Biting his nails) I’m almost too nervous to look.
NELL
Oh, for heaven’s sake!
HAM
It might be empty!
NELL
Oh heavens! Must I—(But at that moment, DAN pops his head out of the can).
HAM
(Jumps back) What the—
DAN
(Looks around, bleary-eyed) Who’s been disturbing me sleep?
NELL
(Amazement) No! Is that you?
DAN
Well, o’ course it’s me. Who else would I be?
HAM
(To NELL) You know him?

NELL
How did you get here?
DAN
(Thinks) I could ask you the same, couldn’t I?
HAM
But who is he?
NELL
(Becoming enraged) Oh Lord! My suffering is now complete!
DAN
(A slight chuckle) That’s what you’re thinking.
HAM
I am only going to ask on more—
NELL
He’s my husband!
HAM
Your husband!
DAN
Ex—Praise the Lord!
NELL
That’s right. And this, this person is the foulest drunken waster, the laziest no-good slob on three continents,
maybe four! (I’ve only been to three!) He is the original three-toed sloth with two extra toes! He is the worst
excuse—
HAM
(Cuts in, staring at DAN) He is!
DAN
(Nervously to NELL) Now, now, ma dear—
NELL
Don’t you my dear me, you slacker! You drunk, you sot, you tosspot, you inebriate, you lazy worthless—
DAN
(Covering his ears) Help! Take me away!
NELL
No! Not until I’m nished with you, you little worm—
DAN
(To HAM, pleading) Take me away, man! Have mercy! Take me away!

NELL
Not yet I said! I have a few more things to say to you—
DAN
(To HAM) For the love of Saint Michael, Patrick and Mother Mary—
HAM
(To DAN) Get down there. (DAN ducks into the can and HAM pulls it off).
NELL
Wait! Stop that! What are you doing! Come back here! (After ten seconds HAM returns) Why did you do that?
HAM
(Thinks) To ‘Promote the General Welfare’.
NELL
What! That does it! I’ve had it, you birdbrain! Let me up—
HAM
(Ignores her, looking through the binoculars) Hold it!
NELL
(Shaking her st at him) Hold what! Now don’t get dirty with me—
HAM
Shut up!
NELL
(Stung, whimpers) What? You don’t have to talk like that.
HAM
Quiet! I see something!
NELL
No! Are you sure?
HAM
Yes! I think it—
NELL
You’re not fooling me, are you?
HAM
I see it, I tell you!
NELL
(Pause) Listen, I know I’ve been a bit difcult—sometimes. But it’s the stress. It’s the strain I’m under. I’m a
sensitive person. You don’t understand how stress affects a sensitive person like me. You can’t know the agony—

HAM
Oh, shut up!
NELL
(Suddenly her old self again) What did you say to me, you pipsqueak!
HAM
(Winces) I’m sorry, but I see something! There’s something there! It looks like—Can it really be! Can it be—
(The lights fade to BLACKOUT)
THE PLAY IS OVER

Rebecca Simmons

These Days
Rebecca Simmons

These days, I’m feeling fortunate to still be nursing my 20-month-old baby girl. I am savoring all her toddler
sounds, the smacking on a apple, her sweet calls for “issster” (sister) and cries for “mama” when I’m the only
one who will make the tears stop. Daddy does a great job too. But I choose to savor this as my secret reward
for being the one who grew her, birthed her, nursed her and waded my way through many sleep deprived
periods of life. Like a baby’s smile or a child’s love, it makes all the frustrations and desires for more selsh
things disappear.
Mothering comes in many forms. Today I’m looking forward to spending time with a friend who has adopted
three children and is foster mothering two more. The nurture and love she has for these children is incredible.
Yesterday I spoke with a woman who has endured more as a mother then I can ever imagine. My heart is going out to her while she weans her toddler (who was born very premature) in order to protect the new baby in
her womb.
These days mothering happens in all different ways. And the sweet rewards come in all different forms.
The rewards continue as they grow. In our case, I watch slivers of Aubrey’s toddler days disappear to being
few and far between. Now she says things like, “Mom, don’t forget about meeeeeeeee. Your middle child!”
Her personality is so quirky and her voice so raspy that I found this just darling. Even if she was feeling forgotten because she was the last to get unbuckled from her carseat and she can’t do it herself like her big sister
can.
These days, at the pool Aubrey still squeezes herself into Lydia’s swim tube, afrms “it works great” and
adopts the device that’s made for 2-4 year olds, even through she is much taller then most 5-year-olds. She
still won’t get her head wet. Lydia is just ne without the tube - she jumps right in, happily oating back up
to a parent’s arms.
Meanwhile Haiden is jumping off the BIG diving board into 12 feet of water and swimming like a freestyle
champ. She pulled her own tooth for the second time - tooth number 7! She was so excited about this milestone
she uncontrollable squealed with delight. She can’t wait for rst grade. Yes these days are going growing too
fast.
These days the Mrs. and Mister are just trying to keep up with all this growing. And - um - opps we did in all
honesty, forget to ah, er - the Tooth Fairy came a little late this time. Darn! There are 53 more times the Tooth
Fairy will come to the Brown House and I’m sure that will not be the last “mix up.”
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Other than that, summer is off to a good start. The TV is, for the most part, staying off. The girls are running in
the backyard, Lydia’s taking good naps. I get a little down time of my own denition, C-O-F-F-E-E. The quiet
kind. The best kind. The mounds of stuff that should not be here in the rst place sits, still waiting to be put
away.
These days even after the house gets cleaned it still feels like a tornado has struck it. But I’m choosing not to
focus on that this summer. Instead, were just living, nursing, mothering, growing and jumping into the deep
end. If we have a swim suit handy, a clean pair of PJs and dry pair of panties (forget the diapers) then life is
good.
These days, that’s just how it goes at The Brown House.

Esther Lyons

For the Love of Objects
Esther Lyons

THE HIGHLIGHTER:
Removing the cap with force; it comes off difcultly with a ‘pop’, hands ung in opposite directions.
Fingers form an awkward grip around its over-sized body. The clumsy grip leads us to carelessly drag the
robust highlighter across the page with a military movement of the arm from left to right, left to right. The
arm lifts then repositions itself speedily, landing with a dampened ‘thud’ as luminous liquid spills out from
its foamy nib.
It glides with ease across the page, leaving behind an oblong trail of wet, neon ink. An uncomfortable mufed noise is let out as its tip is dragged across the page, letting out a ‘squeak’ on smooth paper.
Rectangles of bright, incandescent colour accent the text like windows into lit-up rooms in a tower block of
words. The windows begin and end with pools of darker neon; shadows in the corners of each room, the letters like people and furniture, peering out at us as we peer in at them.

THE STAPLER:
The cold hard body sits, alert and in position as if waiting to attack. The paper prey slips unknowingly into
the stapler’s mouth and hesitates momentarily as the soulless object bites down with a satisfying ‘crunch’. It
leaves behind a trail of injured staples, legs buckled under.
Tension is released as this action is repeated over and over, mindlessly, methodically. The satisfying feeling
as stapler punctures paper so cleanly and mechanically, the concentration of aggression becomes therapeutic.
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“Whoever lives true life, will love true love.” ~ Elizabeth Barrett Browning

For Marnie.

